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As I fed up these blunt blazes is the past to .. in here 
every time that I smoke I think about everything go in
my mind 
had a f*ck, I'ma pay these bills, in this damn heart I
keep callin 
I know I miss the payments, but sometimes I wish I was
ballin 
unidentified like being shit, so what nigga hustling 
tryin to feed my family, but I'm still struggling 
I grew up with no father 20 years of my life 
so this is a life of shit, my mama had to sacrifice 
every day I wake up, I try to it change 
people say that I'm the same, I just got some different
ways 
just the differences I've been through, the difference
shit I learned 
shit like holding my own and never let my bridges burn 
I've made a lot of mistakes, and ain't nobody perfect 
but would I do it again, no we've been really working 
like there's one thing puzzle, I bet I put it together 
'cause I know I just can't grambling this pieces forever.

Hook:
'Cause this game is the sign
that if you look at you would fall 
so I stay going on that prime 
and then I just say f*ck it all 
and even through all the hate 
and the problems I stood up the sorrows 
but you never lie yeah 
ain't no differences for me 'cause I'm grinding 
I'm gonna keep on shining, 
I let the reclimbing 
I put my above all. 

It's understood need no explanation, so we don't speak
words
we just play chess to get..surviving these street world, 
haters just wanna connect me, from my grind and put
my lights out 
lips go on the same shit, try to avoid this connection 
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and on the nights out huh 
friends turn the foe when you're up you dough, and
you don't let them use you 
but nobody wanna be around you when you ain't got
shit so this was a lose, lose 
grown man want me to hard and handin this shit but I
refuse to, 
I got a family and I gotta eat too so who you think I'm
gonna choose
my struggle young when it.. 
looking cups.., at the same time it gets service to the
niggas and the G ..no payment 
f*ck friends 'cause they come and going most
and wasn't friend to begin with 
me prove look around when you ain't got shit and
nothing to spin with 
that's why keep the business, tired of me enough of
losin
is your Prada giving my money, I keep rock nigga
duices, 
and keep it moving, I'm own to my next hit, 
whether is the music or the ..gonna get.. 

Hook:
'Cause this game is the sign
that if you look at you would fall 
so I stay going on that prime 
and then I just say f*ck it all 
and even through all the hate 
and the problems I stood up the sorrows 
but you never lie yeah 
ain't no differences for me 'cause I'm grinding 
I'm gonna keep on shining, 
I let the reclimbing 
I put my above all. 

Sometimes I smoke kid just to take my mind up the
motherf*ckers I had to murb
I hadn't fast 7 and I had to move it and I put the .. in his
ass
'cause he's sayin he's.. out the murb, 
had all the purp, had all the cold cookin on the..when I
got to the crib, 
livin in his head, livin in the shot to the risk, 
I forgot to mention the image of garage of me, 
got his mom and his kids, 
tired of and I really wanna do is so don't make me, 
and I used to make a stane with this 38 pain 
niggas think is a game but it ain't G 
pretty and nobody change nigga f&ck; em with the..
niggas we begin the 28.. 



in the hood we got some faze, the police to shade 
real G's know what I'm talking about 
boys come a nigga thought it would.. 
thought it would..I thought the drop of your drolls 
everything ..a nigga and tryin to beat the loss 
came up on a block 17 above, and the rip for calls, 
let me be the turned up and the.. to turn up 
and the.. I'm just thug be just to get me to the..
selling work and white man they can't work us, 
never get a shit, never gave a fuck 
got a ..slamp, never is enough 
rock at the white and the pirate while I got a white girl 
get a ..nigag the truck, 
stood it on the term make the old niggas kids rock city
for 
..got the zip and the zip is..when I hit the..run 
I ain't gonna flip flop on the hood, tic-tac these 

[Hook:]
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